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Tribute to Watercolour Artist Austen Deans - page 5 
Exhibition   “New Zealand in Watercolour” reviewed - page 2 
Brushes - Natural or Synthetic? - page 3 
Book Review  “Capturing Mountains” - page 4 
Life of an Artist on the West Coast, South Island - page 4 
What’s been happening?  Courses, workshops, SketchCrawl 
What’s ahead?  Monthly Painting Group, classes, exhibitions, 
      Christmas Party. 

  

(details on page 7 and 8) 

Sun 4 Dec      Kapiti MPG painting at Reikorangi Park 
Sun 11 Dec    Christmas Party– details below 
Sun 18 Dec    Wgtn MPG painting at Shelly Bay, Miramar 
 

2012 
Sun 29 Jan     Wgtn MPG Midland Park, Lambton Quay 
18-19 Feb    Workshop: Chinese Brush painting-Stan Chan 
Tues 7 Feb     8 week Course with Kimbra Taylor starts 
Sun 5 Feb       Kapiti MPG painting at Waikanae Estuary 
Sun 26 Feb     Wgtn MPG painting at Pauatahanui 
Sun 4 March   Kapiti MPG painting at Paremata Estuary 
10-11 March   Workshop with Ted Sherwen  
Sun 25 March Wgtn MPG painting at Top of Cable Car 

 
 
 

Greetings!  
 

One of New Zealand‟s legendary watercolour artists and  
member of Watercolour New Zealand, Austen Deans, died 
recently.  In this issue we honour him with stories from two 
close painting friends and images of his works.   
 

Our exhibition ’New Zealand in Watercolour’ was a great 
success with record sales. We are delighted and proud of  
this achievement.   
 

As we watched the sale of 55 
paintings over 13 days, several 
of us discussed the questions:   
What sells a painting?   
Why do people buy?   
The purchaser, we decided, is 
not often  simply an art-lover, 
needing to own a work that 
thrills them.  Very often the sale 
is based on a connection.  
Predictably, several works sold 
to family members, friends or 
even students of the artist.  
Often the selling point was the 
depicted location: an overseas 
visitor loved Oriental Bay, 
another enjoyed Manners Mall 
and both went home with 
paintings instead of photos.  
One lady bought a rugby 
themed work for her son‟s „man 
room‟.  Shape was the crucial 
factor in one purchase:  a 
couple from an apartment opposite the exhibition venue 
found exactly the modern work they required for a horizontal 
wall space.  Colour can sell too:  a striking lime colour in a 
painting of a nikau sold it.  Even the title can attract a buyer: 
a painting of a bird feeding her young was cleverly titled 
”Mama Mia, here we go again!”   Certainly atmosphere or 
mood in a painting has great appeal.  Analyse the works on 
page 2 and you may have a recipe for success.   

In October 2012 we will return to our “Splash®” exhibition as 

opposed to the cash & carry of Rugby World Cup time.  We 
will be aiming for a stunning display of the country‟s best 
watercolours.  So, practise, critique, improve and develop 
your art - and enjoy every brush-stroke.   
 

Happy painting,     
Sue Wild, President  
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Focal Point In this issue 

Dates for the Diary   

Inc. 

The Prow, 

Cloudy Peak 

by Austen Deans 

 

Austen 
photographed 
this painting on 
the river bed 
where he had 
been standing.  
The pebbles can 
be seen at the 
ragged bottom 
right hand corner. 
 

He had the 
painting mounted, 
but not matted 
with the ragged 
edge retained. 

The Watercolour New Zealand Christmas Party 

Sunday 11 December  9.45am Meet at Scorching Bay in Wellington for a morning of outdoor painting.  At 12 noon head to the 
Wellington Art Club for a shared lunch and Christmas cheer.  Bring a small plate of food to share.  Drinks will be provided. 
We wish all our members a very Happy Christmas and time to paint the summer fun. 



“New Zealand in Watercolour” 

Real New Zealand Festival cash and carry exhibition 
held during the Rugby World Cup, October 2011 

 

 
Our exhibition was a success! 
 

 

Statistics   
We received 317 paintings from 109 artists and sold 55 works.  
This is a record for Watercolour New Zealand: more 
submissions, more entries and more sales than for any 
previous exhibition.  For your interest, the average sale price 
was $487, the highest sale price $2,200 and the lowest $150.  
We sold 31 framed and 24 matted works.  Among the works 
sold were 20 landscapes, 17 cityscapes and 5 seascapes, 4 of 
birds and a few of plants. 
As you know, we expected to sell to visitors here for the Rugby 
World Cup.  As with other art sellers, art trails and galleries, we 
sold few to tourists - just 5 paintings went overseas, but it was 
exciting to see members‟ work off to England or the USA.   
 
 

Thanks 
We applaud everyone who supported the exhibition.   To all 
members who contributed paintings, to local members who 
came to watch over the exhibition and sell for us, to our Patron, 
Nancy Tichborne, who enthused visitors for the first four days 
of the show, to our buyers, to the Real New Zealand Festival 
who gave us funding, to the staff of the Michael Fowler Centre 
who met every request, to our great team of committee 
members each of whom pulled on a heavy oar - to all those 
folk, a loud round of applause! 
 

 

Exhibition tales 
A cheerful customer, Meryl Pike, 
bought a painting by Eileen Gray to 
take back to her home in a village near 
Stone Henge in England.  Meryl is a 
professional artist and enjoys the lively 
culture in her area.  She contributes to 
“Dolly Mixtures” a brand of colourful, 
humorous and funky art. 
 

One morning an early customer from 
outside Wellington purchased a 

colourful painting of Wellington by Helen Wilson.  She had 
viewed the exhibition the previous day, knew what she wanted 
and left very happy.  A couple of hours later two gentlemen 
arrived and searched several times through the matted works.  
They asked about a colourful painting of Wellington they had 
seen the previous day.    When they heard it had sold and 
confirmed the identity of the purchaser, one gent became very 
sheepish.  He explained that they and their wives had been to 

the show „42nd Street‟ the previous 
evening.  “When we were leaving the 
show we somehow became 
separated from our wives and 
somehow ended up at the Mermaid.  
I was going to buy her the painting to 
claw back some brownie points, but 
I‟ll have to think of something else!”   
If you‟re not familiar with the 
Mermaid, you could Google the 
Mermaid website but you‟d need to 
be over 18 to enter it … and that‟s 
just the website!   

Meryl Pike  

Not interested in paintings 

…. I‟m a hearing dog ….. 

but is that the Orchestra 

tuning up in the 

Auditorium? 
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Our “Sell-out” Artists 
Four of the 109 artists who submitted paintings for the 
“New Zealand in Watercolour” exhibition sold all four of 
their entries.  Congratulations to Dianne Taylor, Eileen 
Gray, Adrienne Pavelka and Jacky Pearson.   
Here are samples of their work. 

Stadium - Cloudy but Clearing by Dianne Taylor 

Ahuriri Valley by Adrienne Pavelka 

Manners Mall by Eileen Gray 

Wanaka Evening by Jacky Pearson 

  Our Exhibition Reviewed 
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Brushes … natural or synthetic ? 

Two artists offer their views 
 

George Thompson 
 

Editor, Sue Wild asked me to write 
about my preferences and 
experiences with synthetic brushes as 
opposed to natural hair brushes.  My 
immediate response was 
overwhelmingly in favour of fine sable 
brushes but upon reflection I found 
that I actually reserved my best 
Kolinsky sable brushes for certain 
more important areas of a painting 
and used any manner of tools to 
apply washes and colour as I saw fit.  
Mostly natural hair, mops and 
squirrel/camel and a mixture of 
synthetic and natural hair, sponges, 
rag etc. etc. 
 

It is easy to contend that the most 
expensive equipment must be 
superior. However manufacturers 
are continually improving the 
performance of synthetic brushes to 
the degree it is difficult to determine 
any difference in performance. 
 

Natural hair has „scales‟ and it is the 
scales that reputedly retain more 
water, yet new synthetic brushes are 
sometimes a mixture of synthetic 
and natural fibres and exceedingly 
good at retaining bounce, point and 
water. 
 

Cost is an overriding consideration 
for most of us. The price difference between brushes made 
from the diminishing resource of long hairs from the male tail of 
a Kolinsky sable animal and a competent synthetic brush can 
be hundreds of dollars. 
 

Despite cost constraints the use of the best materials will 
enhance the experience of watercolour painting. There is little 
point in attempting to create a fine painting using cheap 
materials. Keep cheap papers, brushes and pigments for 
practicing.  Like anything of value the best materials make the 
task easier and more rewarding and make the pricing of your 
paintings more justifiable.  If you can afford to include a few top 
quality natural hair brushes in your kit do not deny yourself the 
experience of using the best.  Your work will take on a new 
dimension. And it may not necessarily be from the perceived 
greater benefits of an expensive natural hair brush but from the 
added confidence you will gain from using the best. 
 

Look for specials and special promotions. Treat yourself to the 
best and create better paintings forthwith.   

 

Nancy Tichborne 
 

When considering a new brush, it is important to realise that 
there are very good and very poor animal hair ones - it is not 
always the ideal fibre. And I include in this the so-called 
ultimate - sable. Likewise it should be said that synthetic 
brushes can be either brilliant or useless.  Consideration of 
other factors is probably more important and this is where 
personal likes and dislikes dictates one‟s choice. 
 

First of all (for me anyway) the resilience or „bounce back‟ 
should be tested with water in the shop. I dislike floppy fibre  
that won‟t spring back! Trying it out also shows whether the  
brush has a good point or not. 

 

 
 
 
Secondly the reservoir capability is important - the more liquid 
it can hold the better. This goes for all sizes of brushes. Going 
backwards and forwards too often from your water jar is 
distracting.  For me a long reservoir in a brush is far better than 

a short, fat one. 
 

Size and shape come next - most 
artists have a variety of brushes with 
possibly more than they really need. 
Let‟s face it, we all have our constant 
favourites.  Mine is a size 14 round 
one. Made in the USA by Robert 
Simmons and of unknown fibre - I‟d 
guess a mixture of animal and 
synthetic. This has lasted me for 20 
or more years and only recently has 
the fine point worn out. 
 

Unfortunately it is no longer available 
in New Zealand, so I‟m in the process 
of shopping around, discovering to 
my relief that I don‟t like the most 
expensive sable ones! Too soft, not 

long enough and I wonder about 
their long-term durability. Time will 
tell as to which of the other new 
purchases I will reach for on a 
constant basis. 
 

Synthetic, sable or a mixture… To 
me it doesn‟t matter which so long 
as they fulfil the criteria I‟ve outlined 
above. 
 

The painting featured here I painted 
entirely with one brush. My trusty 
round size 14 Robert Simmons. 

 
 

  Brush Strokes - wisdom on watercolours    

Eroding Foothills, Southern Alps by Nancy Tichborne 

Historic Sites of Taieri by George Thompson 



Life of an Artist on the Coast 

Member Fiona Carruthers arrived to assist in setting up 
our recent exhibition.  She came all the way from Hokitika! 
She describes the art scene in her region. 

 
The West Coast of the South Island 
has a unique history and reputation, 
not to mention its notorious weather.  
As I write, it is (you guessed it) raining. 
At times, particularly in spring, the rain 
can be overwhelming, but it gives us 
our lush native forests and countless 
waterways. We like to say here that 
you can‟t have a rain forest without the 
rain. Views of the Southern Alps down 
to Mt Cook and ever-changing skies 
offer infinite opportunities for a 
watercolour artist.  There is nothing 

better than to find a quiet spot and 
launch in to a painting.  Vistas and landscapes are everywhere 
so almost all of my work reflects this stimulating environment. 
 

The West Coast Society of Arts runs the Left Bank Art Gallery 
in Greymouth.  As the largest gallery in the district, it holds 
local and national exhibitions and keeps artists in touch 
throughout the region.  I have had a number of exhibitions 
there.   
 

Every March a significant event happens near Greymouth – Art 
in the Park at Shantytown.  This event is a showcase of West 
Coast art.  Dozens of artists display their work over a weekend 
and thousands of people visit and purchase. It is a great 
celebration of what the region has to offer. 
 

I live in Hokitika, a town of 3500 people.  Once the capital of 
the West Coast, it now supports the dairy factory where most 
locals work.  Hokitika is the largest town on the road to the 
glaciers, so tourism is important.  The town sits at the mouth of 
the Hokitika river, under the southern alps, with Mount Cook 
visually right at the end of the main road into town. So, Hokitika 
is bordered by the sea, the river and the alps.  It is hard to beat 
– where are my brushes! 
 

Twenty-five years ago a number of artisans established the 
Hokitika Craft Co-operative Gallery.  I bought into the business 

five years ago and mainly sell my paintings there. Along with 
the other members I staff the gallery two days a month.  It 
has a high standard of work.  I have been painting for 20 years 
and have been to many tutors, some as far away as France 
and Australia.  Although I do paint in other media, I come back 
to my first love, watercolour.  My husband paints in oils and we 
spend our spare time painting together, outdoors or in our 
studios. 
 

“Capturing Mountains 

The Life and Art of Austen Deans” 

Reviewed by Committee member, John Toft 

 
By the time he was twelve, 
Austen Deans knew he wanted 
to spend his life in the 
mountains. After leaving Christ‟s 
College, he enrolled at the 
Canterbury School of Art. His 
natural bent was more towards 
sculpture than painting, but 
sculpture was a studio job. He 
therefore decided to pursue a 
career as a plein air landscape 
painter. 
 

The book contains nearly a hundred paintings. These range 
from his earliest works, through paintings done during the 
Second World War, as a soldier then a POW, to later paintings 
including a series done in Antarctica. The works cover the 
years 1933 to 2009. 
 

As a POW, Austen was exposed to Modernist influences 
through artists who were fellow prisoners and experimented 
with new painting styles. After a work he had painted almost as 
a joke was highly praised by an avant-garde cubist, he decided 
modern art had no integrity and went back to realism. 
 

Early in his career, Deans decided “to get the hang of 
watercolours first and think about oils later.”  Watercolour 
remained his primary medium. 
 

Speaking of what motivated him to paint, he said: 
“My first idea in painting was trying to make the scene that I 
saw and my feelings about New Zealand as plain as possible, 
and I looked for any technique that would help with that. I 
wasn‟t in any way thinking of being an artist who had wonderful 
thoughts to express. I just loved New Zealand, loved the 
mountains particularly and anything that could bring back 
feelings of being there. And I‟ve more or less stuck to that ever 
since. I‟ve used the techniques that I‟ve learnt, adding a bit to 
them, but I‟ve gone on, really, with the full brush on dry paper 
method.” 
 

In the final chapter, a young man of ninety, Nathalie Brown 
deals with opposing reactions to Austen Deans‟ work. A 
prominent detractor is Justin Paton, seen recently in the 
television series How to Look at a Painting. Reviewing a 
major retrospective in 1994, although admitting that the artist 
was “an excellent technician, capable of doing justice to 
Canterbury‟s high blue skies and purpling hills” who “can 
induce real shocks of recognition”, Paton wrote: 
 “Such a tame artist, yet he splits opinion fiercely. To his 
supporters Austen Deans, 79, is a Real Artist in an age of 
charlatans. To detractors he is a Sunday painter all week long. 
On the uneven evidence of his current retrospective Deans 
deserves the praise and the brickbats too. Craft, skill and 
professionalism are not enough to deflect the impression that 
Deans, in the end, is a cliché-monger.” 
 

On the other hand, John Coley, a former director of the Robert 
McDougall Art Gallery called Deans “a distinguished New 
Zealand realist painter of the landscape tradition” and praised 
his mastery of the watercolour medium. 
In the end, Austen Deans‟ work deserves to be judged on how 
well he fulfilled his aim: to express his feelings about New 
Zealand‟s natural environment for others to enjoy. His art is 
essentially democratic:  we don‟t need Justin Paton to tell us 
how to look at Austen Deans‟ paintings. They are there for 
anybody to enjoy. 
 

Capturing Mountains is a worthy tribute to the life and work of 

Austen Deans who died recently at the age of 95. 
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Book Review 

Fiona Carruthers 

Coast Road Rocks by Fiona Carruthers 

West Coast Art  
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Austen Deans, OBE 1915-2011 
 

Austen Deans, one of New Zealand‟s great painters, passed 
away in Christchurch on 18 October 2011 aged 95. 
Watercolour New Zealand asked two South Island artists to 
share their special memories of Austen.  
 

 

Ben Woollcombe of Peel Forest writes:  
 

“Eight years old when I first met Austen, I remember him 
standing tall, painting in the snow on Ball Glacier under the 
Caroline Face of Mt Cook, glistening snow below and deep 
ultramarine sky above ..... he made quite a picture. Austen was 
a good friend and mentor to many over his long years amongst 
us. Always attentive and engaging with those around him, he 
had a knack of bringing out the best in his company. 
 

As a plein air painter he made a resolution early in life that, 
when the sun shone he would be out working, and work he did, 
being a great inspiration to those lucky enough to be at hand. 
Watercolour was his preferred medium in winter, changing to 
oil paint in the summer when watercolour would dry too quickly 
for his liking. Some of his Antarctic watercolours had frost 
patterns in the larger washes lending a delicate pattern to the 
works. 
 

Austen showed great endurance standing in the face of a stiff 
Nor'wester or the blast of a cold southerly for hours being 
infinitely attentive to the job before him .... little would be said 
until, 'oh stand up you bugger', his way of exclaiming things 
weren't going quite as well as they might be. 
 

He would like nothing better than getting up high in the 
Rangitata Valley or some such place and painting all day. 
Retiring to a hut with wood smoke billowing and lean sack 
bunks sagging only after the last deep shadows had enveloped 
all before him. Sharing stories from decades before, mellowed 
by whiskey and the smell of venison stew over the fire. Having 
been a prisoner of war Austen wouldn't waste any scraps of 
mouldy cheese or out of date food that many would toss … he 
considered it all sustenance for his long and fitful life.  
 

I miss him as the best of painting mates and dear friend who 
had a deep intrigue and appreciation for life. We are lucky that 
Austen has left us such a rich legacy in his paintings from the 
deserts of Egypt to his beloved mountains of the South ...... 
with thanks for all you shared ...... farewell dear Austen.”  
 

Adrienne Pavelka of Lyttelton began her tribute with the 

simple words “Austen Deans was my hero.” 
  

“l consider myself to be so fortunate to have been the recipient 
of his advice, his encouragement, his unselfish sharing of his 
experience with technique and colour, and the friendship of a 
delightful man. His artistic skills were enhanced by his gentle 
personality, integrity and dedication. 
  

Painting in the high country with Austen and sharing his affinity 
with and love of his beloved mountains was a heavenly, 
inspirational experience. Just watching him capture frost on a 
shaded bush clad mountainside using blues and raw umber or 
the sparkle of light on a river skillfully leaving white paper was 
just awesome. 
  

His watercolours were never overworked and although he 
meticulously included all the detail, his paintings had the 
simplicity, freshness and spontaneity achieved by painting on 
site. He painted in all weathers and a friend tells the story of 
her clutching Austen's easel during a Canterbury Nor'wester 
while he doggedly finished his painting. Lupins, which flower 
through the high country, were the only thing Austen hated and 
refused to paint. 
  

Many of us will remember his twinkling eyes when offered a 
glass of bubbles and his wonderful organic porridge. He has 
left us with the unforgettable memories of a much loved and 
respected artist and gentleman.” 

 
 
 
Earlier this year Ben 
Woollcombe 
captured Austen 
painting in the snow 
up the Rangitata. 
 

In 2008 Austen was 
the guest artist at 

Splash 5® held in 

Wellington. Ben 
Woollcombe was demonstrating when Austen agreed to an 
impromptu demonstration of his own techniques.  

Austen borrowed paints, brushes and paper and stroked the 
paper, layering colours to build up washes of the browns and 
blues that he used in his high country landscapes. Those 
present could feel his passion and energy for watercolour 
painting.  In October 2011 Austen exhibited at the annual 
watercolour exhibition in Wellington held at the Michael Fowler 
Centre.   

 

On his passing Watercolour New Zealand commissioned a 
wreath for Austen‟s funeral on behalf of all watercolour 
painters. Fashioned in the colours of a New Zealand artist‟s 
palette it included sprigs of bluebells and yellow kowhai.  

  Tribute to Austen Deans    

Mount Peel by Austen Deans 



Watercolour with Robyn Eastgate-Manning  
A recent Watercolour New Zealand course  

Rachel Bradley reports 

 
Robyn‟s course was planned to run for 
six weeks, but she and some 
participants were unable to make it to 
the first session due to ...... snow! 
The whole course was about 
experimentation and  the first class gave 
us the tools for this.  Robyn 
demonstrated how various materials 
interact with watercolour paint, 
sometimes with surprising results.  It 
was then our turn to play. 
Robyn showed us ways to create texture 
with watercolour paint and various 
materials, such as bandages, wax 
paper, tissue paper, watercolour pencils 
and bubble wrap.  Sometimes we laid 

the paint down first, then overlaid 
materials; sometimes, we painted through the materials, which 
left white spaces.  One of my favourite techniques was using 
wax paper to create rocks. 
We were also shown brush techniques, such as splattering the 
paper with different colours to suggest foliage or using torn 
watercolour paper as a stencil to create mountains and hills.  
Robyn encouraged us to make our paintings look natural; 
paintings do not need to perfectly replicate what we are trying 
to paint.  In Robyn‟s words, “straight edges are unnatural”. 
We flicked water onto the paper to create clumps of foliage, 
allowing water and colours to merge.  We made good use of 
spray bottles.  We learned how to create a vignette by “fuzzing 
out” the edged of a painting. 
Above all, Robyn encouraged us to take risks and experiment.  
Now, when I am painting, and something doesn‟t look right, I 
think of Robyn saying: “If in doubt, fuzz it out!” 
 
 

Flowers in Watercolour with Helen Wilson 
A recent Watercolour New Zealand workshop  

Pam Stevenson reports  
 

The excellent facilities at the 
Wellington Art Club made a very 
pleasant venue for this course.  
Helen gathered us around and 
explained in her gentle way, her 
plan for the day and her wish that 
we would all complete two 
paintings. 

The morning painting was made 
up of yellow, red and orange 
poppies.  Helen stressed the 

importance of careful planning before we commenced.  She 
would demonstrate a section and then we would follow.  By 
taking us through the painting slowly, we were able to double 
check on areas we were unsure about.  Helen has the 
amazing ability of starting with the merest indication on the 
page and building up colour upon colour, until at the end – 
there they are – beautiful poppies.  Having been used to doing 
semi-botanical type flower painting, this was a big change for 
me.  I found it interesting watching Helen build up the painting 
until what was in her head was put on paper.  The result was a 
delightfully loose and colourful depiction of the flowers. 

After a pleasant lunch break we started on a field of poppies.  
This was a big challenge as Helen said she would normally 
allow a whole day on a painting of this type.  However, we all 
gave it our best and while we became a trifle „dotty‟ putting in 
all those poppies, we got there!     Many thanks, Helen.  

      What‟s Been Happening? 
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Robyn  

First SketchCrawl  

New member, Graham Whitney reports 
 

It may have been the 33rd international SketchCrawl, but it 
was the first for Wellington and the first for Watercolour New 
Zealand, as a dozen or so enthusiasts armed with pads, pens  
and paints sketched their way around Wellington on Saturday 
15th October 2011. 

Sketchcrawling was started by Enrico Casarosa in California 
in 2006 and is now an international event held four days a 
year, uniting people through their passion for drawing their 
local environment. Check out SketchCrawl.com for 
fascinating images from around the globe. 
 

Our day started by Wagamama on the Wharf with views of 
ships, quays and cranes, then to Astoria for coffee and 
sketching a new scene of sculptures, buildings and cafe 
society, before riding the Cable Car to our third session - 
Wellington Panorama from the Skyline.  A walk through the 
University and Bolton Street Cemetery led us to our final 
destination in Aro Street where we captured the old cottages 
and bustle of the neighbourhood while grabbing a light lunch. 
 

We were an international group with participants from Russia, 
England, India and elsewhere, and all with different styles: 
some detailed in pencil, some pen and washes and some, 
like Pavithra‟s, just full of radiant colour! 
What a wonderful idea, spending time sketching your local 
environment, from various locations and all with a group of 
sociable, welcoming and talented individuals, sharing a 
passion for art. Yes, the inaugural Wellington SketchCrawl 
was a great success and we can‟t wait for the next one. 
Thanks go to Christine for planning the route and choosing 
the locations, to Sue Wild for organising the event and 
Pavithra for putting our images on the SketchCrawl website. 

The Auckland SketchCrawl was  postponed as 15 October 
was “Rugby Semis” day.  Members who are keen to 
participate, please contact Murray Stuart - 09 428 0170. 

Welcome to new members 

We extend a warm welcome to these new members: 
Yao Liu, Brian Millard, Mairlyn Palmer-Story, Joy de Geus, 
Frances Sim-Higgins, Xin Yi, Barry Keate, Julie Wilson, Ann 
Bagshaw, Margaret Sutherland, Caroline Hulse, Ashley 
Brown, Graham Poynter, Val Tubman, Donald Rennie, 
Stephanie Kusel, Aloma Barry, Graham Whitney, Frank 
O‟Leary, Charlotte Hird, Tatiana Krayushkina, Carol Hatton, 
Margaret Brown, Elaine Muller.  Thanks for joining us. 

Helen in action 



 

New Members welcome!   We are the national society for watercolour artists and welcome new members from 
home and abroad.  Membership includes our quarterly newsletter, workshops, social activities, exhibitions and discounts 
at art stores.  Annual subscription:  Member - $30   Couple - $40   Student (enrolled) - $15 

 
Name  …………………………………………………….  Address …….…………………………….………………..………… 

Phone …………………………………….……….……..    …………………………………………………………...…….…….. 

Mobile  ..….……………..……………….......................    ........ …………………………………………………………………. 

Email  ……………………………………………………………………………………………..  Post code ..………….…….  

Please circle: I am  a practising artist  /  a keen learner  /  an art appreciator / partner of member ………………………. 

President & Editor:  Sue Wild +64 4 526 7304   sue.wildnz@gmail.com 
Secretary:    Martin Jenkins    +64 4 473 2235   apdc@paradise.net.nz 
Treasurer:    Michael Bain      +64 4 934 2271    mgbain@xtra.co.nz 

Please post with subscription to Watercolour New Zealand 
P O Box 33088, Petone, Lower Hutt 5046, New Zealand 
www.watercolournewzealand.co.nz 
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Courses and Workshops coming up 

8 WEEK COURSE in Term 1, 2012 
STILL LIFE with a focus on COMPOSITION  
Tutor: Kimbra Taylor 

 
Discover the easy way to a good 
composition. Kimbra will give you simple 
techniques for ensuring pleasing 
compositions, using still life as subject 
matter.  Beginning with drawing we will 
move into watercolour, looking at the role 
tone and contrast of size, shape and axis 
play in achieving compositional success. 
Date & time: First session: Tues. 7 
February 2012, 6pm - 8.30pm 
Location: Band Rotunda, 245B Oriental 
Parade, Wellington 
Cost: $140.  
Please bring your own materials.   
Tea, coffee and biscuits will be provided. 

 Maximum class size: 15 
 Level: Intermediate 
 

 

2 DAY WORKSHOP  
CHINESE BRUSH PAINTING  
Tutor: Stan Chan 

We featured Stan‟s Chinese brush 
painting in our last newsletter.  He is an 
entertaining and informative tutor.  You 
will learn the art of simple, bold brush 
strokes and how incorporating them into 
your style will add drama to your 
paintings. 
Date & time: Saturday 18 & Sunday 19 
February 2012 , 9am- 5 pm 
Location: Wellington Art Club, 27 
Chelsea Street, Miramar 
Cost: $140.  
Please bring your own materials.   
Tea, coffee and biscuits will be provided. 
Maximum class size: 15 

    Level: All levels 

2 DAY WORKSHOP  
PAINTING IN TRANSPARENT WATERCOLOUR 
Tutor:  Ted Sherwen 
An overview of painting in transparent watercolour.  This will be 
a user-friendly workshop in plain speak, designed to interest 
and stimulate.   Students will advance in both technical ability 
and creative thinking. Ted will focus on palette selection – low-
key and colourist, emphasising the relationship of line, tone, 
colour and shape, with attention to contrast and edge 
hierarchy.  There is no one way to paint.  Come along and 
move out of your comfort zone. 
Date & time: Saturday 10 
& Sun. 11 March 2012 , 
9am -5 pm 
Location: Wellington Art 
Club, 27 Chelsea Street, 
Miramar 
Cost: $140.  
Please bring your own 
materials.   
Maximum class size: 15 
Level: All levels 

Course bookings 
Please contact Martin Jenkins:   
email to apdc@paradise.net.nz  or  phone 04 384 4881.  
Please note:  Interest in WNZ watercolour courses is high. 
Last minute cancellation can result in fellow members 
missing out and a loss to WNZ.  In the event of cancellation, 
a refund will be given less a $25 administration fee. 

Leadlight by Ted Sherwen 

What‟s Ahead? 

Stan Chan 

demonstrating at our 

recent exhibition 

Girl with a Blue 

Hot Water Bottle 

by Kimbra Taylor 

mailto:sue.wildnz@gmail.com
mailto:apdc@paradise.net.nz
mailto:apdc@paradise.net.nz


Monthly Painting Groups - „MPG‟ 

Come out on a Sunday in each month and enjoy outdoor painting in the good 
company of our members.  At Wellington sessions a tutor provides a demonstration.  
Meet at 9.45am (Wellington) or 10am (Kapiti), paint, then lunch together at a 
nearby café.  For queries, phone the coordinator on the number below.  Take that 
number with you on the day to phone or text if you can‟t find us.  Check the weather 
forecast before leaving to decide whether you need a woolly scarf or a sunhat!   If in 
doubt check with the coordinator before setting out as the weather can vary from 
district to district.  Occasionally the painting morning may have to be cancelled or postponed if the weather is moody. 
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Wellington  9.45 am    Coordinator: Martin Jenkins  04 384 4881 or 027 604 7329             Last Sunday in each month 

Date Tutor Painting location and meeting place Café 

27 Nov Phil Dickson Lady Norwood Rose Garden, Botanical Gdns (Rose Festival)   Rose Garden Café 

18 Dec Phil Dickson Shelly Bay , Miramar Roxy Theatre Café, Miramar 

29 Jan  Jacky Pearson Midland Park in Lambton Quay                                                  'Smith the Grocer', Old Bank Arcade 

26 Feb  Daniel Reeve St Albans Church Grounds, Pauatahanui (4 Paekakariki Hill Rd)   Lighthouse Cinema Café 

25 March  Shirley Sutton Top of Cable Car in Kelburn  Cable Car Kiosk 

Kapiti      10 am Coordinator: Grahame Harris 04 905 1668 or 027 7568545            First Sunday in each month 

Date Leader Painting location and meeting place Café 

4 Dec Grahame Harris The Reikorangi Park    (Not Rahui Milk Station) The Reikorangi Park Café  

5 Feb Grahame Harris Waikanae Estuary, south end of Tutere St off Te Moana Rd The Front Room Café, Tutere St. 

4 March  Grahame Harris Paremata Estuary, north side of bridge, east location Ruby‟s Café, Mana 

A Christmas Gift  

with a future 

 
Give your friend or relative a gift that 
will open a whole new world of interest 
and friendships.   
 

We offer two gift options: 

Membership of Watercolour New 

Zealand  

Twelve month membership - $30.   
This includes the quarterly newsletter, 
the opportunity to attend courses, 
workshops, outdoor painting sessions, 
safaris.  Also discounts at art stores. 
 
 

A Watercolour New Zealand 

Course or Workshop  

A weekend workshop or an 8 week 
evening course in watercolour painting 
to the value of $140.  It is not 
necessary to be a member to attend a 
class. See page 7 or our website for 
future classes. 
 

 
To purchase a voucher post your 
cheque, with your name and contact 
details to the Treasurer, Watercolour 
New Zealand, P O Box 33088, Petone, 
Lower Hutt 5046.  He will send the 
voucher to you.  

       What‟s Ahead? 

Helen Wilson demonstrates during the 

recent exhibition. 

 

Outdoor painting  
with minimum equipment 
 

The weather on “MPG” Sundays can 
be different at home to the easel setup 
location.  25 September was one such 
doubtful morning.  A few optimists 
headed to St. Gerard‟s Monastery on 
Mt. Victoria …. where the rain hardly 
paused.  But the day did highlight a 
useful technique for miniaturising your 
travel kit!    
 

Phil Dickson 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Exhibitions and Events  

Art in Action 18-19-20 May 2012 at 

Kurrajong in the Blue Mountains, New 
South Wales, Australia.   21 top tutors 
will conduct 49 workshops in all media, 
including watercolourists Charles Sluga 
(Australia) and Jacky Pearson (N.Z.).  
A great location amongst spectacular 
scenery with lovely company. 
www.combinedartsocieties.com or 
phone 0061282301587 
 

 
As a service to members, we list your 
exhibitions & tours.  A two-line notice is free.   
 
 

Ngaio Fine Arts   20 November  - 3 
December: “Beautifully Small”. Includes 
Jacky Pearson, Alfred Memelink, John 
Yardley and others. 
 

McGregor Wright Gallery in Kapiti, 
Sat 19 November.  Includes Jacky 
Pearson. 

 
 

 
 
 


